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Heidi Guthmann Birck
"Sculptural travels in time and form ..."

Lisbeth Tolstrup

I

n a changing world where
the digital media define our
horizontal understanding of
reality and where globalization is
mirrored by the news media’s eternal hunt for new highs, artists have
a special obligation to maintain the
vertical perspectives. Perspectives
consisting of the world’s cultures’
self understanding maintained by our
collective memory and the knowledge considered valuable by each
community. In the crossing between
the horizontal understanding and the
vertical anchoring a special place for
challenges arises – some physical,
others fantastic. Through these two
lenses, this article considers selected
works by Heidi Guthmann Birck in an
attempt to explore the diversity of
beauty and humorous surrealism in
her works which constantly interact
in an elegant artistic dialogue.
Part 1: What drives the big game
hunter...?
Powerful symbols are at stake when
a hunting trophy is placed on a specially selected wall in a home. Whether it is a lion, a buffalo or a rhino,
there's little doubt that the owner has
challenged the great wilds in distant
places, has participated in an organized hunting party or even lived out
a passion for hunting. If the trophy
can be identified as a ram the pattern
of interpretation itself changes as
the references can go back to one of
the zodiac, a Christian sin offering as
described in numbers or an esoteric
context with several important meanings. It can also be compared with a
value-laden storytelling by authors
who add specific values to the animal
in the light of the character's secondary symbolism.
When Heidi Guthmann Birck observes, records and processes
elements from e.g. the big game hunter’s trophies or from the
ram, the rabbit and the cat, a direct transfer from animals to a
shape or a symbol to the sculpture does not take place. It takes
place in a rather lengthy process which can unfold over several
decades. Thereby she gives herself time to select elements and
details that make sense in the particular context each sculpture
represents. She interprets her own observations, consciously and
intuitively, in order to include them later on in a world with several layers of meaning.
For nearly 30 years Heidi Guthmann Birck has worked with
duality as an element. It is seen in the mirroring of people with
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multiple realities depicted in e.g. the form of broken masks covering a face, the construction of the masculine/ feminine in the
very same figure, and not least in the dialogue between symbolic

ILLUSTRATIONS above

- "Muflon" - trophy

opposite page l.to r. - "Manimal" - bronze
- "Muflon" - bronce - H 34 cm
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animal traits and recognizable human-like features.
The manimal chosen as primary illustration of this section clearly shows man dressed in an androgynous beauty challenged by the
high-pricked ears which form a part of a sculptural folding of two horns, which can also be seen as parts of a crown. We are helped and
disturbed as the artist follows her own strong intuition and thereby creates an expression which is both resting in its own beauty and at
the same time aggressive in the expectation of an open interpretation carried out by an individual. The figure is created and challenged
through testing several materials. Clay maintains a certain gentleness, while bronze adds dangerousness to the work.

The sight is focused, the facial traits approach a mask of unapproachable force while the bending forward of the sculpture can be seen
as a sign of mercy more than just a nod or a greeting. The symbiosis of man and animal is balanced.
A final perspective in this context is the total metamorphosis of manimal to sculpture. When the human-like features together with the
animal's powerful distinct characteristics are incorporated in a perfect shape, the sculpture remains as an actual trophy over the creation
process which is the very crossing between the collective memory and the fantastic challenge. Each figure will thus be the bearer of a
special signal. A comment on the current world order.
Fact box
The concept 'manimal' is composed of 'man' and 'animal'. Since ancient times, humans have been interested in possible connections,
artists have toyed with the humanization of animals and the animalization of mankind, just like today’s discussions on the ethical aspects
of the possibility of physically creating such creatures. From myths we know figures like the Minotaur and the centaur, i.e. bull and man,
horse and man respectively.
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Part 2: What drives the creation of a myth ...?
In a previous work cycle Heidi Guthmann Birck looked into the
origins of the many mythical figures known in our culture such as
mermaids and chimeras, double-headed monsters and strange Cyclopes, many of whom could be identified in anecdotes and myths
from ancient times. Where did they come from and how were they
chosen to be a part of the collective creation of myths? One part
of the answer was to be found in a budding medical science, another part in contemporary history. Today, when I visit Heidi Guthmann Birck in her workshop, a strong sense of cohesion, progression
and continuity emerges as I have the opportunity to see the latest sculptures in dialogue with previous works. She follows several
tracks such as the ambiguity of the human/animal, the doll/gender.

ILLUSTRATIONS above l. to r.
right

- "Punk" - saggar fired stoneware - h 48 cm
- "Push up-Figure" - h 51 cm
- "Manimal" - h 32 cm

opposite page above - "Cat" - saggar fired stoneware - h 50 cm
below
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- Heidi Guthmann Birck in her workshop
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But also symbols such as the field master's tight helmet, the punk's cockscomb, the cat’s watchfully raised ears and the woman’s ancient display of
her feminine attributes are in play when new figures are created. In that
way she is completely unique and at the same time she is in dialogue
with the sculptors of archaic times who left their mark on the depiction of
humans and on the illustrations of contemporary famous myths.
But our time is different. In many of her sculptures Heidi Guthmann
Birck unites precise observation with a strong sense of wonder regarding what really happens with today's people amidst their media-bound
changeability. The standing boy's figure faintly shows the punk's cockscomb as a symbol of eternal youth rebellion, while the physical ears have
grown together with the I-phone headphones. A reality filtered auditively.
In this context there is hardly any need for hands and feet, explaining why
they are minimized to a kind of rickety doll design, while the vigilant eyes
and the half-open mouth ask unanswered questions. For who knows what
actually will be needed in the digital world.
When focusing on the two figures, the woman and the warrior, it is
natural to look at some of the sculptures preserved from the years dated
1000 B.C. Which norms and expectations surrounded the sculptors? Could
they add irony and humour to their work? Were they allowed to highlight
the features they considered important, or did a powerful master behind
them whisper in their ears what their customer had paid for? It is hard to
know, but the person in question will know in the context Heidi Guthmann
Birck, where a sharp eye for trends in time is constantly connected to an
artistic creation made of clay or bronze, both materials which in terms of
expression reach far back in our culture.
As an artist with clay as her preferred material, Heidi Guthmann Birck
has over the years created a gallery populated by figures that are both
interrelated and at the same time unique. In this, the second series in
this article, it is clear that the artist works with references to early puppet formations and the manimals which continue to be a strong source of
inspiration. When the expressions are joined, as in several of the works
shown, there is a strong emphasis on value. Large heads with strong individual expressions opposed to bodies with slender legs and mechanical
hands, which lead one’s thoughts to the time in the mythical past where
humanity was evolving from fish to human. Perhaps it is mere coincidence
that we turned out the way we did. Had it been the cat, the lion or the
ram which had developed the intelligence of humans, how would we be
depicted?
Danish - English translation: Marianne Uhrenholt
Lisbeth Tolstrup is a designer, art historian and editor. She lives and works in Copenhagen.
Author of several books and articles about craft, design and fine art including Resumé
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Heidi Guthmann Birck was born in Cologne, Germany in 1941. Educated as a ceramist and sculptor,
graduated in 1962 from the Chamber of Skilled Trades in Upper Bavaria. In 1965 she set up a studio
in Copenhagen together with the ceramist Aage Birck. Since 1986 they have lived and worked in Haderslev, southern Jutland, where she concentrates her work on sculpture and site specific commissions.
She has a long series of exhibitions alone or together with Aage Birck in galleries and museums all over
Europe, where her works can be found in museums and private collections. Heidi G. Birck has received
travelling grants from the Danish State Art Foundation and Niels Bagge Wessels Fond, who in 2008
gave her studying possibilities in Egypt, China, Iraq and Spain. Artist in Residence at Djerassi Foundation, California, USA, and at International Ceramic Studio in Hungary. In April 2011 Heidi and Aage
Birck will exhibit their latest works at Keramikmuseum Westerwald, Höhr-Grenzhausen, Germany and at
Danmarks Keramikmuseum, Middelfart, during the summer.
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